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Hanson is a Guggenheim fellow.

His work has gained him a Medal 

from the John Burroughs Society (a 

natural philosophy group my dad 

was very active in his whole life)



When Connie asked me to present 

tonight, I had not read the book.

So, I was skeptical to agree to it.

But, I’ve now read it, and, I loved it!!



The book

It is NOT a book about crisis.

As it says on the book cover …..

“it is book about curiosity and 

wonder and the irresistible urge to 

go outside, find a bee on a flower 

and settle down to watch it.”



A bee is just a tiny bug!

Why in the world is it even worth a 

passing mention?

(Not to mention, of course,  how the worlds agriculture and 

economy is dependent upon the honeybees)

What is a bee, after all?

WHY CARE?



What is a human, after all?

The last 50 years the human ego has 

fallen over a couple of steep cliffs 

and fallen down, down.

First is we were nothing but DNA--

and only a measly 4 letter code.

Then apes have the same code and 

its 90-95% identical.

Then its all animals; then all plants; 

even bacteria share exactly the 

same code!!



What is a human, after all?

Then, its apes use tools! – then, bird 
brains can and do use tools!

Crows can recognize dozens of 
people as individuals by their faces! 
-- crows even teach their nestlings, 
“good” people versus “bad” 
people, AS NESTLINGS!

Chimps can speak with human sign 
language

And so it goes…………………



What is a human, after all?

Where does it all end? What makes 
humans unique?

A couple of years ago, a couple of 
students at U. London in Britain 
asked the question yet again.

They experimented with a hive of 
bumblebees --- “cause and effect”



Bee string experiment

 Bombus Experiment  SLIDES



Bee string experiment



Bee string experiment



Standardized test for 3-year old 

humans to see if brain development 

is normally developing

But bumblebees do not lasso flowers 

with string in the field. If they have this 

intelligence, then what do they use it 

for?

?????????????????



Think small Think small!!!

Think when you were 3-5 years old

How tall was dad?

How big was a basketball?

What was on the dinner table?

The entomologist’s world

Convert millimeters to feet

Average bee is 8-9mm long

= 9ft bee (or 2.3x adult human size)

bees = 2.5-40 feet; 65ft wingspread of 

Molucca Islands bee



Think small Think small!!!

What is the world view of a bee?

½ inch wide flower is now 12 feet wide

but so small no persons would put it in their garden

BUT 85% of Oregon native plants have 

flowers that small, or even much smaller!!!!

Pollen sac = 0.15mm long (pollen 25u)        

= +/-25 grains/sac

Receptive stigma = 12x6 pollen grains, 

but ultimately needs only 4 successful grains



3 species of Blue-curls mint



Think small Think small!!!

Bumblebee (can’t ever land)

too heavy; too big

Dialictus sweat-bee 

landing platform (corolla lobe)fits only the front half of the bee

corolla tube too long to get nectar

never touch anthers (or stigma)

Anthophora digger-bee

has to hover

tongue long enough

pollen dumped on forehead (later on stigma)

Andy says: You must be able to see through the eyes of a bee



Two themes

1st: developing Hanson’s world view

Hanson’s narrative starts with him as a 
graduate student(?) in Costa Rica.

(undoubtedly at a research site I’ve 
been to several times; where I took my 
first graduate school course in tropical 
ecology in summer of 1966)

Hanson was attempting a research 
project in tree genetics & pollination



Two themes

1st

He successfully got the tree genetics data he 
needed………

but he TOTALLY failed to get any information 
on who/what/when/where/why they were 
pollinated.

The 1st theme of the book is therefore about 
his subsequent growth as a “conservation 
ecologist” as he discovers the fascinating, 
beautiful and critical world of bees



His last day in Costa Rica

His awareness of bees seemed to start 
on his last day in CR.

On his last attempt to catch a bee high 
in the forest canopy, he accidentally 
knocked down an entire beehive into 
his tent-like trap.

The “stingless bees” paid him no 
attention at all and continued all their 
activities as if nothing had happened.

He was hooked, entranced!!











Stingless-bees

They run tropical pollination 

WORLDWIDE the way bumblebees 

dominate temperate zone pollination.



Two themes

1st

I couldn’t help but see his theme 

as:

“autobiographic”



My first one-on-one with bees in 
Costa Rica was with “orchid-bees”

Dr Dodson @ U. Fla. had studied 
orchid evolution and pollination at 
the research station. He had just left 
to go home, but left maps to all his 
orchids in the local forest

all flowers mapped and numbered











Two themes

2 nd

an encyclopedic (VERY engagingly 

written) account about bees

why/how they make the world’s 

ecology work

why they are so essential (though 

under everyone’s radar) and the 

necessity for conserving all 35,000 

species of them.



Bee Sizes



Bees

Hanson had seen hives of commercial 
honeybees as a child – but never 
carefully observed the world of a 
single stiongless-bee before

When he returned home in 2006 the 
newspapers were full of “colony 
collapse disorder”

His quote: “Everyone was talking 
about the plight of bees, but no 
one knew anything about bees 
themselves”



education

Hanson is a man with a positive point-of-view.

After reading all the doom and gloom about 

“extinction” --- he decided first things first!!!

Explore the web!

Where did bee come from – how/when they 

evolve???

He traveled to KU to talk with Michael Engle

(palaeontologist/geneticist of bees)



serendipity

Hanson clicked with Engel, when 

Engel told him he accidentally

became interested in bees.

(undergrad pre-med honors project 

with Charles Michener (Dr. Bee) at 

KU)

Protobees probably evolved about 

100-125 million years ago (height of 

the dinosaurs); like most tiny flying 

insects --- basically no fossils





Bee evolution

The actual real record begins shortly 
after the Yucatan comet (66 million 
years ago) and subsequently the 
rapid rise of conifer trees and then 
flowering trees around the world.

Conifer trees

sap

amber

65 million years ago – Dominican amber

perfectly preserved “stingless bee”



Amber bees

Several more stingless-bees at 45my 

in Baltic amber

(Stingless-bees are like ants on a 

picnic everywhere in the tropics)

After that silk-lining bees in Burmese 

and Indian amber (I held one in my 

hand a few years ago from George 

Poinar – of Jurassic Park fame)











Hanson’s Education (2nd class)

Around 2010 all bees became 

politically correct -- all 35,000 of 

them worldwide.

Their importance is proved by their 

absence, example: Alexander 

Selkirk as Robinson Crusoe in the 

Juan Fernandez Islands.

No bees – only tiny habitually selfed 

flowers in whole flora (NZ; Hawaii)

On the other hand……………………..



Near Hanson’s house is a natural bee    

phenomenon!        

400,000 digger-bees



Hanson’s Education (2nd class)

after bee diversity only as DNA molecules……..

Portal, AZ 
Chiricahua Mts

Southwestern Research Station, AMNH
Jerry Rozen  and “Bee Class”

(was also my mentor to world of bees

summer 1963 grant for field assistant)

Thor Hanson & Cactus flowers ---

serendipity again – his first close-up of 
pollination







Jerry and me

First day of work     4 AM

Middle of desert with a shovel



Bee diversity

about 900-1000 species in PNW

1. Social bees (honey-bees, bumble-

bees, stingless-bees)(2%)

2. Solitary bees (60%)

3. Cuckoo-bees (20%)

(don’t tell your kids that laziness can 

be successful!)

(there even are cuckoo stingless-

bees & cuckoo bumblebees)

4. Socially-adaptive bees (sweat-

bees)(20%)



Hanson’s favorite AZ bee

The alkalai bee (Nomia melanderi) –

1st bee domesticated by Bill 

Stephen at OSU for alfalfa.



The Alfalfa Leaf-cutting Bee

2nd alfalfa bee domesticated by Bill Stephen

(Megachile rotundata); worldwide 

unbelievably economically important



The mason bee

(Osmia lignaria)

Hanson’s 3rd learning class 

Robbin Thorp @ UCD; a REALLY nice 

guy!!

Robbin was my most important advisor for 

my doctoral thesis at Stanford with Peter 

Raven and Paul Ehrlich

(surprise!, at least to me at the time  – it 

turned out to be on pollination ecology)









My thesis

What are the rules that govern the inter-
relationships between:

(1) herbivorous insects (i.e., flower-
visitors) how they divide up their 
potential food resources

& (2) how communities of plants 
program their possible pollen flows

Communities is the operative word –
1/2km2

(currently a VERY hot topic in ecology)



My thesis

A transect across central California 

(13 sites)

Offshore Farallon Islands (SF, Point 

Reyes) east to Tioga Pass (Yosemite 

12,500’)

> 4 million observations one bug-on-one flower

2300 spp of plants

3500 spp of pollinators

(lots of intriguing fun!)



But, back to Hanson

What is it like to 

be a bee?

What do the challenges of life look 

like through the eyes of a bee??



 Think physiologically!

 Chemically bee muscle is the same 

as human muscle.

 It has to be 95-100oF to function 

maximally.

 Your homework assignment:

How can you position yourself in the 

environment so you can be the 

“early bird that gets the worm”.



!A positive message!
 The climate is always changing and has always been 

changing in the past.

 The biota of the western USA is protected by a 

heterogeneous geology and North/South mountain 

ranges. And has been for dozens of millions of years, that is 

why our biota is so incredibly diverse currently.

 The “Balance of Nature”, a religious concept, and NOT an 

ecological concept, is scientifically correct if viewed as an 

equilibrium value about which a tremendous continuous 

variation occurs.

 Bees are tough; they are masters of natural disturbance 

cycles. Their entire evolution is geared to disturbance.

 Except for human habitat encroachment, they have a 

very sweet and colorful future.


